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I agree it's probable that Cathars had some influence in the area of Milan, however all the images are common throughout
Northern Italy during the early 15th century and they follow solid traditions including Dante, Petrarch, the triumphal marches,
the Book of Revelations, etc.. One of the major problems is the apparent time line involved The cathars were attacked by the
pope and the king of france during the albigensian crusade (1209-1229) and by the subsequent establishment of the inquisition..
This in and of itself should raise our attention After all, this is where the tarot trumps were initially created in the early 1400's.

If I am right, and Foolish is somehow connected to the Book-then discussion is moot and TeHeuti's enquiry is kind of pointless..
If I am right- it really hacks me off I realise a Forum was a market place in ancient Rome-but it is meeting place for discussion
as well- a public one to boot.. We know that the inquistion was actively pursuing fugitive cathars well into the 14th century,
which puts the survivors only a few generations away from this development.. That don't require any additions from the Cathars
I'm curious what information you see in the cards that can't be more adequately accounted for and historically substantiated
within the general themes of the time—without any Cathar additions? Elsewhere Foolish has suggested the reading of this
book.. It is quite reasonalble that in the time between the final demise of the cathars and the early development of the tarot in
italy, the stories of the tragedies that occured in languedoc during the cathar extermination and the spiritual messages of those
people could have been handed down by word of mouth, as was the custom at the time.

 Free Microsoft Office For Mac 2016

In addition, we should consider the possibility that the tarot trumps were created not necessarily by the cathars themselves, but
by other sympathizers who may have decided to preserve their story.. Most people accept the fact that they were wiped out
However, we know that many survivors fled to northern italy and found shelter in more tollerant communities and may have
been supported by powerful families such as the viscontis of milan and the d'estes of ferrara.. The hypothesis is in print already
Then it just comes down to advertising Tsk Tsk.. And everyone looses out because we don't get to talk to an author about their
new book.. O'neill has published his arguments on the subject on tarot com and seems to conclude that, although there appears
to be a connection between the two, there is no definitive convincing evidence and that it will remain a mystery. Ik Multimedia
Sampletron Rar Free
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Hp Bluetooth Peripheral Device Driver Windows Vista Free Download

 Mocha Vnc Mac Download
 Some tarot historians have alluded to the connection between the cathars and the origins of the tarot trumps.. 'THE SECRET
OF THE TAROT: How The Story of The Cathars Was Concealed in The Tarot of Marseilles' This book is about to be
published.. :D I like openness If an author hasn't 'come out' - then he probably fears he'll be castigated for doing so.. This Pin
was discovered by Autumn McMillan Discover (and save) your own Pins on Pinterest. Medical Dragon Dictation Software
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Foolish is a new member In adding two and two- this sounds like a lead up to a promotion, not a discussion.. Plus, he'll be
castigated for not doing so once the 'truth' is out So a person is damned if he does and damned if he doesn't - which doesn't
seem very fair.. 2017-12-15T07:39:02+03:00 2017-12-15T07:39:02+03:00 2017-12-13T19:04:36+03:00
2017-12-13T19:04:36+03:00. 0041d406d9 Immo Killer 1.1 Crack Download
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